
LUMP June 9, 2015, 7:00 at Alice’s 
 
Dennis, Bob, Joseph, Thom, Jason, Bear, Jon Pincus, Jain (scribe) 
 
Announcements:   
 Bob says Shane said the walnut shell generator people actually wanted $3000 & 2 
passes, rather than the $700 & one pass we thought, so they won’t be coming to the Fair 
after all.  Bob has done more research into it and is intrigued, but they do cost a lot.  He’s 
turned the project over to Anna for investigation by Peach Power. 
 Jason says he & DJ will put in the GPS benchmarks next week. 
 Bear says the 4th final version of the Peach Pit map was turned in this morning. 
 
Minutes of last meeting were approved. 
 
Subcommittee reports   
 Jason says Bear has been working on the Peach Pit map.  There have been many 
requests from crews for maps.   2 OSU students gave presentations Thursday on their 
research projects using LIDAR data—Jim on river history & Nicole on vegetation.  We 
saw some of the slides.  
  
Old business 
 Stewardship trivial pursuit game: we played the game & discussed many 
questions in detail.  We wondered if we should be assuming that Fair visitors should 
know all of these interesting things.  Then we wrote a few more questions. 
 
 Finish LUMP manual upland forest plan: We discussed and sometimes amended 
West Alice’s (between Aero Road & the garden, Alice’s conifer forest, Chicken Creek 
area, Henderson’s Woods, and Warehouse area. 
 
 Discuss bridge options with decision matrix: Jason described how we would use 
this with criteria for each type of bridge.  We’ll be working on that in the fall.  
 
 Evaluate sites for new Elders camp: we should have a meeting with camping 
crew, Elders reps, & site management.  Jason’s concerned about security at potential sites 
bordering historically problematic neighboring campgrounds. 
  
 Jon will put up an info board in Main Camp.  Dennis will send him something on 
our search for project managers, with a pond turtle picture from Jason. 
 
Next meeting Tuesday, October 13 


